2009 SCAA Spring Meeting May 9, 2009 Minutes
1. Attending Clubs:
Keowee Emmett Tyree, Wateree Anthony Jackson, Sandune Dan
Grinolds, Tab Frank Kimball, David & Laura Chumley and Robert
Hatton, Tamassee Russell Cooper for Drew, Saluda Russell &
Scooter Cooper, Swampfox Jimmy Sanders
2. Meeting Called to Order, Bobby Flores
3. Opening Prayer: Mark Coates
4. Attending Officers:
Pres. Bobby Flores, VP Jimmy Renner, NFAA Director Dale
Smith.
Absentee’s: Karen Jackson, Jerry Williams
5. Welcome Guest, Andy Hardee
6. Minutes from Fall Meeting read by Bobby Flores
7. Discussed making Webmaster position being first a volunteer and
then appointed
by the board. Motion made to add webmaster to be non-elected
officer appointed by the board. Made by Jimmy Sanders, Second
by Frank Kimball,
Passed Unanimous.
8. Yardage change discussion on Young Adult from 30Yds. To
40Yds. Decided to discuss in fall meeting. Possible Young adult
bow novice class.
9. Financial Report: Jerry Williams not present.
10. Dale Smith NFAA Report. Maximum Size arrow is 27/64 Max
Speed is 300fps.
Easton gave NFAA a check for $250K and should be doing the

same every year.
Money is going to archery and training and promoting archery.
11. Leave The Charter membership the same.
New Business
1. SCAA Circuit Stats: How is the circuit going?
2. Discussed family rate membership for families. Discuss fee for 17
& under
membership to be $6.00 in fall meeting.
3. Discuss adding spot champion in fall meeting.
4. Restriction of Arrow FOB problems, Non Issue.
5. Speed limit will be 300fps in June; do we stay at 280fps? Anthony
Jackson makes
a motion that the speed limit for 2010 season be raised to 300fps
from the 280fps,
Jimmy Sanders second. (2) For (8) Against. Speed stands at
280fps.
6. Method for testing speed: Shoot one arrow, if it is less than 280fps
+ 3% then
passed, if over 280fps + 3% then shoot 2 more arrows if still over
then the equipment is disqualified but, you can continue to shoot
and you score will not count, if under 280fps + 3% then continue
on. Chronograph should be set up depending on hosting club but
you must check before shooter leaves the range.
7. Discuss what to do about broken rules, shooting stake touching or
shooting wrong stake. Motion made to make a verbal warning for
first offence, then a zero for second offence and disqualification for
third offence, and then, if blatant disregard for rules then
disqualification, Effective immediately. Motion made by Dan

Grinolds, second by Frank Kimball (10) For (0) Against. Motion
Passed.
8. Discuss setting a dedicated weekend for state shoots, for example
3rd weekend of the month. No decision made.
9. Discuss tournament scheduling, plan to choose spot shoots the
same as 3d, as in drawing for both, instead of setting spots shoots
first and then drawing for the rest. Draw the 3 3D legs first then the
Spots.
10. Discuss having a mixed course for 3d and spot on the same shoot
to give more shooters exposure to spots.
11. Discussed master senior traditional as not being an SCAA Class.
12. Think about numbering system for classes.
13. Fall meeting September 13th, 2009 9:00am
14. Bobby Flores made motion for SCAA to supply lunch at the fall
meeting not to
exceed $100.00. Motion passed unanimously.
Closing Prayer: Anthony Jackson

